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Same business, same service, different team
After 15 years running Site Solutions, John Sutton retires
Hopefully you are all aware by now that
John Sutton has retired from Site Solutions
to tinker with his classic cars. As of the
February 1st 2017, the business is under new
management, with the support of John
during the handover period. We will
endeavor to provide the same great service
as before and look forward to many more

Waste market news

What’s happening in the industry and how
will it affect you?
Page 2

years of working with you.
There are some necessary changes
that have occurred as a result of the
business being transferred. Firstly, on a
day-to-day basis, it will now be Tom
Jarratt that you are dealing with. Tom
comes from a civil engineering

Continued on
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Seasonal trends

As the construction sector get’s busier
through the summer months, how can we
help mitigate wait times?
Page 4
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Waste Market News
In the waste and recycling industry, 1st

The weakened pound will start to squeeze

April is a key date in the annual calendar.

RDF exporters and inevitably this will be

Historically this was significant because it

passed on to customers and down the

is the date that landfill tax increases each

chain to the waste producers themselves in

year and between 2008 and 2014 this was

the form of higher prices.

a hefty £8 per tonne each year. Now that
the annual increases have been pegged
to RPI inflation - which leads to an increase
of just £1.70 (2.0%) per tonne this year –
the tax rise is less of a key driver.
Nevertheless, the industry in general is still
mostly hooked on April price increases. It
is worth noting that where a few suppliers
have started to deviate from this routine, it
has inevitably been to bring the increases
forward (so in their favour!) to March, or
even January…

Rising diesel prices over the last 12 months
and

higher

pensions,

payroll
living

costs

wage

including
and

the

apprenticeship levy are also contributing
to

increased

overheads

for

waste

st

contractors. 1 April will be the date that
many waste contractors choose to impose
price increases, either in response to or in
anticipation of these drivers. So far, we are
seeing proposed increases of up to 10%
for General Waste collections but with
some

significant

variations

between

In addition to landfill tax rates levelling

suppliers, depending on their exposure to

out, the proportion of commercial and

RDF

industrial waste being disposed of to

negotiating hard on behalf of customers to

landfill has reduced significantly in recent

prevent suppliers from using this as an

years and more than half of England’s

opportunity to improve their margins at

landfill sites have closed down since 2006

the same time!

exports.

Obviously,

we

are

as a result. Non-recyclable residual waste
is instead being processed into a product
called RDF (Refuse Derived Fuel), which is
then incinerated with energy recovered
for heat and power. Whilst “energy from
waste” capacity in the UK is steadily
increasing, the majority of RDF is destined
for export markets in continental Europe,
notably Germany and Holland.

Separation of wastes
On a separate note, we need to remind all
of our customers that plasterboard waste
generally has to be collected separately as
it was banned from landfill disposal in

Continued on
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Waste Market News (cont)
2009. It cannot be mixed

of, it is better to hire a

with other waste types that

completely

may be landfilled. Each

plasterboard skip.

waste disposal company
has a different policy on
this issue, depending on
how they sort the waste at
their base. This can be
confusing, so below is a
summary

Restricted
waste types
which you
need to tell
us about
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Carpet
Adhesive containers
Paint pots
Vinyl flooring
TVs/monitors
Plasterboard
Asbestos
Batteries
Tyres
Medical Waste
Florescent tubes
Gas cylinders
Electricals
Solvents
Paint tins
Fuels

of

the

typical

separate

Please let us know at the
time

of

booking

how

much plasterboard you
may have to get rid of so
that we can best advise
you.

solutions to plasterboard
disposal.
If you only produce a small
amount

of

plasterboard

waste, together with other
general waste, some of our
subcontractors will allow
up to either 10% or 15%
mixed with the general
waste.

waste streams that are
often restricted by skip
companies (a short list
opposite will give you a
clue as to what might not
be acceptable) please let
us know that at the time of
booking too so that we

Other subcontractors offer
to collect the plasterboard
if it is bagged and placed
on top of your general
waste skip for collection at
the same time. (Some will
even offer to supply a
tonne

If you have any other

bag

for

this

purpose).
Alternatively, if you have

can assist in safe and
responsible

disposal

of

the items.
Letting us know early is
much

appreciated

and

whilst it may not make any
difference to the initial
cost of the skip, it can
save

on

unwanted

surcharges later n

large volumes to dispose
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Seasonal Trends
Don’t get caught out – beat the seasonal rush!
You can hardly have failed to notice

we recommend that you let us know as

that the days are longer, the sky is

early as possible what your requirements

brighter (sometimes) and occasionally you

are for skips, portaloos or plant and we

can remove your jacket - Summer is

can endeavor to make sure you get what

coming! As a result, the construction

you want, when you want it! Our

industry gets busier and there can be a

constant price checking of all suppliers

longer wait time for site delivery and

will also ensure you get the best price

collections. If you can plan ahead, then

when demand is high!
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background and was technical director of a
construction firm before purchasing Site
Solutions.

Tom Jarratt

Key things to note are that the business
has moved address to Worcestershire
where Tom is based.
The new address is:
Wyche Innovation Centre
Walwyn Road,
Malvern,
WR13 6PL
Telephone numbers remain
unchanged:
Main office – 01904 777401
Tom’s mobile – 07818 425006
The business’ account is now held at
the Malvern branch of Nat West:
Sort Code: 53-81-33
Account No: 85663573
Unless you have specifically asked us
not to, we will now be emailing invoices on
a weekly basis.
Although Tom plans to get round to
see all key customers over the next 12
months, in the meantime we thought it
might be helpful to stay in touch with you
by producing a quarterly news letter,
hence why you are reading this!
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